
Howard Saalman: THE SAN LORENZO PULPITS: A COSIMO PORTRAIT ?

The San Lorenzo pulpits continue to draw attention.1 It is remarkable, however, that the pulpits, 

at the periphery of the ‘burial environment ’ around Cosimo de’ Medici’s tomb in the center of the cross- 

ing of San Lorenzo in Florence, an environment which included the tomb itself, the altar and Desiderio’s 

sacrament tabernacle as well as four lost saints by Donatello in niches in the end walls of the San Lo

renzo transept2, bear no sign of Medici patronage. At the same time, our earliest source to mention the 

pulpits, Vespasiano di Bisticci, expressly refers to Cosimo’s patronage.3 Following a special concession 

by the canon chapter in 1442, Cosimo had sole rights to any sort of patronage on the main chapel, tran

sept and nave.4

I would like to off er a Suggestion in this regard. At the center of the Pieta panel at the western front 

of the southern pulpit, a stränge couple Stands directly behind the grieving Virgin (Figs. 1, 2). The 

man, clad in a simple cloak and wearing a turban-like sash wound tightly around his scull, Stands apart 

from the conventional biblical figures around him by his defined features, pronounced chin, hollow 

cheeks and prominent cheek bone, large nose, sharply cut brow and domical forehead. A few straggling 

hairs protrude under the turban over the large exposed ear. His mouth is pursed upward. His eyes 

are half closed in an attitude of grief. The woman behind him, with elderly wrinkled face and shrou- 

ded head, grieves with him, her head leaning on his shoulder. They belong together, man and wife.

We have few reliable portraits to compare with these heads. But the features of the man recall se- 

veral fifteenth Century medals and portraits derived from them (Fig. 3) 5 and match the more corpu- 

lent features of the old man riding in the fresco of the Adoration of the Magi in the house chapel of the 

Medici palace6: it is old Cosimo and his wife, Contessina de’ Bardi, in perpetual attendance.7

1 Florence, San Lorenzo, Passion Pulpit, Pieta Panel.
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2 Detail of Fig. i. Cosimo de’ Medici and Contessina de Bardi (?).
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3 Medal Portrait of Cosimo de’ Medici JLangedijk 

[n. 5], Cat. L. 26.29), ca. 1465.
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